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Abstract yr

The Sit reported in tnis paper was aimed at deVCIONalt d

methodology for describicg competent classroom Leaching performance and

analyzing components of competent classroom decision making td be used

in improving pre-service and in-service ;Leacher training programs.

intormation prOcessing research suggests that expertise in semantically

rich domains involves the ability to apply knowledge effectively -in

response to environmental cues. This' study investigated 'differences
4

between experienced and novice teachers in terms of (a) their use of

student performance cues; (b) Lnelr instructional actions and the.

relationship of" these actions to student performance cues, and (c) the

nature of their instructional goats and prior instruction-related

knowledge. Stimulated recall data welt coll-ctoa on throe experienced

and five novice teachers. Results showed hat while both groups

attended to the same number of aue categories, expe:ienced teachers

implemented twice as many kinds of instructional actions rind considered

a greater variety of goals, while exhibiting more complex associations

between cue and action categories.
4
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A UESCR1PTIVE STUUy OF EXPEKIENCEU ANU NUViCE TEACHERS'
INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL. THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS

Joan L. Foiorty,-Kargaret C. Wihg, and Kay Creek -

Learning Researcn and Uevelopment Canter
University of Pittsburgh

topic that haS received increasing attention in research on

teacher fnstruction I expertise is the nature of information teachers

proceSt., as they cik.:4 ongoing instructional decisions in the classroom.

Nsr.

These studies of instructional decision making have been particularly

influenced by theories of information processing within semantically

rich dowins. Research in this area has highlighted differences in the

Qays ekperienced and novice practitioners organize and process complex

bodies of information id fields such'as physics and medicine, as well as-

differences in the ways knowledge is applied to' probrem SolVidg and

decision eking (EISteln, Kagan, Shulman; Jason; & Loupe, 1972;

Kieinmuntz; 1968; Chi, Glaser, & Rees, Note ). A genevI finding of

/k___ ____ ___ _

such stales IA that expertise often involves the presence in memory of

a. well-organized knowledge,base .and the ability to apply knowledge

Vir
A

qffectiVely Ih response to environmental cues and problem features.

Generalizing These findings to classroom instructional contexts;

.. _ -''' _ ______ __ _

particularly woke' aimed: at providing instrection.that isadaptive LO

studen differences, it may be hypothesized that teaching expertise-

inZIUdes_compdteneies in monitoring and processing student feedback and

other environmental cues; _integrating

,

cue information with



instructi,mal goals and stored knowledge about students and

-
instructionJI tontent; and, finally, applying this knowledge CO

on-the-spot decision making about how to adapt. plaved 0st:rut:poll- to .

'environment:1i conditions and student learning states.
a

Within Chu -!neral fram fk of adaptive instruction; classroom
a

teachers can :be viewed as clinical diagnosticians in that they are

expecced:Co'diagnose individual learning need's of students .and make

instructional decisions (preplanned or on the spot) that are adaptive to

those nee*: (e.g., Glaser, 19/; Wang, 1973; 198U; Shulman 4 El;tein,

Note` 2). However, diagnostic instructional!decision makplg is complex

and differs in several ways from diagnosis in fields such as medicine.

In contrast Co typical ainiCAI.diagnesLie SuLLings, teachers...must deal

cAcurrently with a number of students at one Lime. Unlike medical

diatOosis, which involves seeing EndijIduats for short periods of time,:

teachers see their-students every day for 5 hours over a 1U-month period
. i

of time. Also; the classroom 'environment is characteri7ed by Large

amounts of information, with many kinds of stimuli being ematted _

simuitineously. ;,Further, classrooms have multidimensional qualities;

Chat is, a numb4er of goal states are poS'sible. in this rCigard, Doyle

(1971) has defined the classroom setting as a system of overlapping Cask

structures, with inch task consisting of a goal and a set of operations.

In addition, classroom learning environment's contain some, in

sources that arl! in a constant change state and arc largely

unpredictable, as weil as other moll* stabie information sources.

Therefore; an important 'topic of research, on teacning in general, and

Ole study of adaptive instruction practices in particular, is the study

2



of
.
teachers' processing and selective use of a rather complex array of

environmental stimuli in' their adaptation and exotition of instructional

plans.

The study of ways in which teachers perCeive input from. the.

classroom environment and utilize this input to generate appropriate

instructions, actions has been approathed fteM different' perspectives.

Some researchers have adopted a theoretical approach through the

development of conceptual models that trace the processes of teachers'

Classroom decision making (Collins S Stevens, 1982; Peterson 6 Clark,,

1928; Snow, 1974 ShAvelSoh, Not6 d); Others have focused on detailed

analysds of the classroom performance of teachers to investigate the

extent to wnich they engage in'iaceraccive decision making' as well as

the nature of the classroom cues and goals that appear to be the most

salient inputs Lear) thOge decisions (McNair; 1979; Peterson S Clark,'

1928; MacKay, Note 4; MacKay 6 Harland, Note 5; Morine-Dershimer

Variance, Note 6; Shroyer; Note 7).

;While current reseatch literature on teachers' classroom decisiOn

prodeggas soggestg, the utilization of diverse methodologies, some

O

eonsistLit theoretical underpinnings and 'generalizable patterns have

beds noted; Models of ceacriers' thinking and decltdon maKihg, have

t

posited the following characterlst.icS of th4 instructionalocess: (a)

a basic teaching skill is the ability to knoW when to apply an effective

instructional action in response to environmental cues; (b) ongoing

Leaching often involves testing ;Ue information' against stored knowledge

aOout students, subject tatter;* and -steaching principles;. and (c)

3'



strategies tor effective acaievement of instructional goats cannot be

exactij:_prepLanned, but must depend on the of environmental cues,

particularly student performance cues that arise during the

instructional process (Collins & Stevens, 1982; Peterson & Clark, 1978;.

Shave Lson; 1976; Snow, 19.72)-;---

\-41
Findings-from an2lysts of actual teacher performant, on the other

hand;" seem to suggest that (a) teachers probably do not consciously

consider a large number oi.instruceionaL alternatives while teaching,

but rather execute "deLirrate acts" based on their_ knowledge of

students and the subject matter; ;1)) while teachers msy pursue several

instructional goals in the same instructional situation, they most

frequen,tly pursue.thase goals related to subject matter learning; and

(c) over -rigid preactive planning by teachers may decrease Lead

flexibility in making interactive classroom decisions (Peterson .6 Clark,

1978; MacKay & Harland, Note 5). These findings are consonant with.
those from studies of expertise in other complex domatns (Chase & Simon,

19744§ tlayeS, & Simon, 1978; Chi, Clser, & Kees, Note .1).

Results from the latter studies show Chat experts oftee do not consider'

a large number of alternatives:in_solving problems in domains such is

chess, algebra word proatems, and ) mechanical problems In pilysics.

Instead, they rather quickly access an appropriate solution path based

on their mental- representation of the domain.

While subscantial advances have been made -in the understanding of

teacher decision making in the classroom; certain limitations are noted
1411

in tne research Lompleted heretofore in this area. Most- studies have

not differentiates: the level of teacher expertise. Data on teachers'

4



decision processes are aggregated across subjects, regardless of

differences is level of expertise. Thus, it is difficult CO afttract

front the data those particular elements of teacher decisions that

contribute to competent performance. Another Limitation of previous

research in teacher cognition is that very few studies have attempted to

simuitaneodkly examine in actool classroom settings several specific

dimensions of teachers' decision processes; in order to gain_ a more

. l

tilorough undrsLanding of the nature and processes of competent .

interactive instruction within the CIASSroom environment. it is in this

context that the work described in this-paper was designed:

*

The present st'dy was aided at investigating and comparing the

performance and Ognition of experienced and novice teachers .during

Interactive instruction in ciassroom settings: The study focused on_the

studedt performance cues that lead to teachars' Splementation of

instructional actions, the 'instructional actions employed, and the

in; :ruCtlonal goals s.and other information that teacher consider during

the instructional process. The following speci,:ic questions' were:

addressed;

. Are there diffetenee'S between experienced and novice teachers'

use of student performance cues in a natural classroom setting?

2. Are Ciere differences between experienced and novice teachers'

instructional actions in response to stud,.n[ performance.cues;

and what iSLhe relationship. between categories of student

performande-,cues and instructional actions?



%
J. Are there dif'erences between experienced and novice teachers

in the naturc: of the instructional goals and prior Knowledge

that they report pursuing during the process of ongoing
a

instruction?

Setts

The Scudy

The study was conducted in a university laboratory' school. The

school utilizes a personalized progress plan as its core approach. This

approaCh features individualized instruction with independent learning

and small-group instruction actiVities. The school is organized into

three multi-age groupings; a primary level; which includes kindergarten

and first and second," grades; an intermediate levC1; which includes

third, fourth, and fifth grades; and a middle school; which includes

sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. The study was carried out during

'regularly scheduiLl small -group instruction time. Teacher-led lessons

for small groups (five co eight students; are part of the regular

curricula in each classroom. Duiing the lessons, other students in

the classroom generally work on independent assignments.

Subjects

Three experienced teachers and five novice teachers participated in

the''study. the experienced teachers were asked co,Olarticipace

basis of their identification by school administrators as especially

6 -
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competent.. Tie novices comprised all the participants in the school's

internship program :it the primary and intermediate grade levels; at the

time of the study. Die total group or subjects consisted of seven

females and one male (a novice). One novice and two experienced

teaci;ers taught in prialary classrvms (first- and second-grade

students). The remaining subjects taught in classrooms with integrated

-:bird, fourth: a itth grades. The average years of experjence of the

eXperiented teachers was 10.1. The novices' experience ringed from e

fbw weeks prior to the beginning of the study to a few weeks 'plus an

addition'al term of student teaching.

Frocedu-re

There were two sources of data for the -.study. The first was

videotapes of teachers conducting small-grouiesions'within their own

classrooms. The videotapes were coded by trained observers in order to

classify (a) the types and frequencies of student performance cues whicn

elicited teacher's' implementation, of instructional actions, and (b) the

types of instructional actions teachers implemented in response to each

Cue; The second source of data was teachers' stimulated recall reports

of the instructional goals and prior knowledge they considered during

one of the three videotaped lesson segments.°

Collection af videotaped small-group iesson'data. Tnree segmentsi
__-

each approximately 15 minutes in length,_-were videotaped for each

teacher as he or she conducted regularly scueduled lessons. Lessons for

eacti tZacher were videoiaped, in ranUofil order, over a 1 1/2 month period

, during October and November of the school .year. Prior to the

. 7
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videoCaPing, each. teacher was asked to choose a lesson for taping.

'Three stipuIat4lis were imposed: The selection nad to be a sm.II-group-
lesson for. five to eight cnildrenr the selection had to be a normally

scheduled lesson in one Of the basic curricula; and; the selection had

to ivlude active instruction rather than just monitoring of. independent

work. Although a ;majority of the lessons taped were either in: reading'

or language acts, Enree were in akithematics, one was in social studies,

and two were in science. Each of the three Segments ccnsisted of 15

minutes typed 'After the first 5 minutes of the lesson-had elapsed.

Teachers wore inconspicuous microphones during taping. Pre-stud; taping

was done to accustom students and teachers to the equipment and the

4 experimenter.

Collection of stimulated 'recall data, Soon after the first lesson

Segent .4ns vide0Laped;'a.second data collection procedure was carried

out with each teacher. The teacher was shown the segment of his or her

on teaching behaviOriand WAS asked to recall thoughts or decisions made

--during the instructional process. The interview was conducted by the

first' author. Prior to the interVieW7-tbe tape was reviewed by the

interviewer to identify instances on the tape where---an-_interactive

....;11Zision by the teacher'appeared to have Accurred. IA check was madeTOIN..

raj:ability Or of interactive' decisions. Three tapes

were randomly selected to be independently coded by the interviewer and

a trained observer. Ah interrater agreement of 85Z was obtained.

13



At Lhe beginning of the interview, the teacher was asked to stop'

the tape at points where he or she recalled any thoughts or decisions.

If the teacher didn't 'stop he tape at the points noted previously by

the interviewer as possible decision points, the interviewer stopped the

. tape and asked whether a decision was made at chat point. If the

teacher answered negatively, ne or she was asked to continue reviewing

the tape; but if the teacher answered positively; Che interviewer

followed the same procedure used for teacher-initiated pauses. At, each

point where the tape was stopped by either the teacher or the

interviewer, a series of prepIanned probe questions was asked to elicit

the teacher's recall of the instructional goals and prior Knowledge

surrounding the decision point. Probe questions included; "What were

you aiming at there?"; "What were you getting at with that question?";

"At Chat point, what were your thOughts?"; end, "What was the reason

for chdt decision?

-A limitation of the stimuIatedrecaU technique should be noted at

this point. While the technique is designed to probe, teachers' recall

of their thinking processes at Che time of teaching, it is possible that'

the technique aiso could elicit thinking that occurs at the time the

videotape is viewed; Thus it might not be a pure measure of teachers'

interactive decisions. This limitation could be lessened by attending

to the way in which the intarview. is conducted. More detailed

discussion of this issue has been provided by Ericsson and Simon (1980);

Lynch (Note S), and Nisbett and Wilson (19711.

9



Dera Analysis
/

1. 4
/

A separate data analysis procedure was carried 't fife each of the/

sources of data collected in the study. For the videotape data; a

system of categories was 'developed to classify student performance cues

and the instructional actions made in response to the cues. For the

INoplulated recall data; additional categories were developed to classify

teachers' reports of the instructional goals and prior knowledge that

influenced their interactive.Aecision making procgsses.

Anaiysis of videotape data. Videotape data were analyzed through a

two-step procedure. First; points were identiffed at which teachers

responded to ongoing student performance cues by implementinb specific

instructional actions. A check was made for reliability of

Identification of these interactive decision points. Three taped

segments were randomly selected to be independently coded by two trained.

observers. lnterrater agreement of 85Z was obtained. In tne second

procedure, each decision point was exzmined and classified accoeding to`

(a) the natuie of the stndent performance cue eliciting the

J implementation of an instructional action, and (b) the instructional

fr

action,made in response to that studen performance cue.

Categories of student performance cues and ,instructional actions

were deveiopdd from in analysis of the Collins and Stevens (1982) theory

of interactive teachee'cogriltion;OShavelson's (Note 3) work on teacher

decision Making; and preliminary classroom observations _by the authors.

The classification schemes for student performance cues grid

Instructional actions_ arse summarized in the Appendix. The videotapes

were classified by, both "the first eutpr and an independent rater

trained in the use of the scheme: The average percentage agreements for

105



the student performance cues jpd instructional action dimensions were 86

dud 73, respectively. Overall agreement of 86% was obtained:.

Analysis of s-cimuiated re,a-11 data. The informatioq teachers

recalled spontaneously while viewing a videotape of their teaching

_ e'N
behaviors, as well as the inforitatiOn) teat-hers recalled following a-

probe statement by the experimenter; was combined and classified. The

stimulated recall data were classified in two general categories:
4

the

instructional goals teachers , reported pursuing through the

implementation of inStriietiOnai actions; and the prior knowledge

teachers Pecalled utilizing during implementation of Instructional

_

actiens. The Classification schemes for these tJK dimensions of

teachers' recallare presented in the Appendix.

Stimulated recall protocols were classified by both the first

investig&ior and an independent rater traided in the use of the

classification scheme. Average percentage agrejtents for the prior

knowledge dimension and the instructional goals dimension were 88 and

83, respectively. OVeraii agreement of li5i'was-obtained.

+e'--

Data froni the study were analyzed to provide a summary ,descrip4on

and.Amparlson of the student performance cues and instructional actions'

utilized and implemented by experiencedand novice teachers, as well as .

the instructional goals and prior knowledge considered by both groups Of,

teachers during the instructional process: The results are discussed in

the sequence of information related to the study's three 4agic re Search



questions: use of student performance cues, instructional actions and

the relationships between categories of cues and actions;_and the nature

of instruCtionaI goals -and prior khowiedge.

Thin use of stu4ent^performance cues. Percentage frequencies of
. i

different categories of cues utilized by experienced and novice teachers

during ongoing instruction are summarized in Table 1. AA shown in the

table, the results indicate individual differences in the frequency of

use of different categories of student performance cues; However; few

' clear-cut differences are indicated between experienced teachers' and

novice teachers' use of cues. There is some indication that teachers'

frequency patterns of cue utilization may be more closely related to the

nature of their instructional goals than to their levels of experience.

gesults from a separate analysis (not reported in Table 1) provide

evidence in.support of this hypothesis; Data from a comparison .Of (a)
4

the cue utilization patterns In the lesson for which a stimulated recall

interview was given and (b) teathersi* patterns of instructional. goals

."-=----

for. that Lesson as reported during the interview suggest that, when

student motivation and involvement was a- predominant reported goal,

caters more frequently utilized the Initiations and Attention cues

during the lesson.. Alternately, when 'student understating was ,a

.prominent goal; the Deficient Responses and Errors cues were utilized

more frecipently. These trends must be regarded as tentative, however,

as they are baud on a liMited segment of -teaching time.

12
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PerformanCe Cues

Deficient Responses,

Initiations

Errors

Attention
7
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Instructional actions- and- -relationships between categories of cues

and actions. Table 2 presents reSUItd Of the analysis of the overall

frequency of instructional actions teachers implemented for all

categories of student performance cues; :10in, no diStinctive

differences were found between the experienced and novice groups;

although there were individual differences among teachers; EXCept for
_

Experienced Teacher C and Nevide Teacnet A, over 25Z of teachers'

instructional actions involved giving feedback. Four of the fiVe novice

teachers and One of the _experienced teachers implemented

managdoent-related instructional actions with at Least a 254 frequency.

Overall; instructional actions linvoiVing applying, extending, or

planning were used least frequently. The exception was Experienced

Teacher A, who used instructional actions Id thiS category with a
..\*

4 frequency of 144;

Table 3 reports percentage freqUeticieS of instructional actions

implemented for each of the separate cue categories; As shown in the

table, Ph this analysis, patterns of diffetenees did emerge between the

experienced and novice groups. For example; in regard to Deficient

Responses, experienced teachers impteMented instructional actions in the

categories Applies, Extends, or Plans aad'Elicits and_incorporates input
00:n

with aCombined frequency of I8Z; while novices iMpIeMented actions in

these date;bries quite infrequentiy (IZ combined frequency)* in response

to students' Deficient Responses. Novices did implement management

actions frequently when confroated with Deficient Responses, however.

In fact, Z6Z of their instructional actions with respect 'to Deficient

s.

4
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. Table 2

Categories and Percentage Frequencies Instructional Actiani Utilized by

Experienced and Novice Teachers
I,

MilIrTTIMPPRIN
41110.. ..

im...m4rwmo.r..1......w.m.11.1rimenrawrmi
w

Instructional

Actions

Gives Feedbick

ExiiIiiiii Cdiitea/

Procedure

Checks Knowledge

Focusses Attention/
i 21

Effort

*lies; Eitends,

or Plans

Percentage Frequencies

Experienced Teachers , , Novice Teachers

C8 C

34 20 19 24 43 37 32 31

14 2
5 3

Elicits and Incorporates

,/ Input

Manages

15

18 0 10 7 13

9 29 20 25 )28

14

9 23 24 3 10 0

4 26 26 5 25 29 25

4

20
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cable 3

Percentage Frequencies of lqtructional Actions Utiliied by Experienced and Novice Teachers

for Categories of Student Performance Cues

Pettentoge Frequencies of cues

Deficient Responses Initiations _Errors_ Attention

Instructional Experiinced Novice Experienced Novice Experielied Novice "Experienced Novice

Total Action, Total ActIoni Total Action! Total plans Total Moos Total Milani Total Wont Toul_Attrou

44 91 30 28 38 88 el 4
Actions

Gives Fe back 4 25 36 23 .21 37 42

Explains CoriCiPti 5

Procedure

Checks Xnowledge 14 16

Focusses Attention/ 27 22

Effort

Applies, Extends;

or Plans

Elicits and Incorporates

Input

Manages

tr

17 , 21 3
11

26

7 24 5. 27 25

22 5

8

0 30, 7

15 18 25

20 22 23 26

55 25
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Responses were management-related; while only 9% of the instructional

actions of experienced teachers fell into thaCcategory.

These and other trends reported in Table 3 suggest that novice

teachers displayed different frequency patterns of Instructional actions

than experienced tdacher's in response to spdcific categories of siadent

. performance cues. Novices appeared to utilize management actions more
.

frequently when confronted with Deficient Responses, ihnd they utilized

Focusses Attention/Effort actions when confronted with Initiations and.

EtrorS. Experienced teachers, on the other 'hand, responded more

frequently with non-management related action§ when confronted with'

Deficient Responses. in responSo_ the Initiations and irrors. cue

categories, experienced teachers implemented the Elicits and

Ini.orporates Input and Checks Knowledge categories more frequently, and

they implemented the Focusses Attention/Efikort category less frequently.

\* ,

The data shown In TabIe.4 suggest anothir dimension of 'differences

between experienced and novice teachers in terms.of the relationship

between student performance cues and instructional actions. Ekperitaced

and novice teachers' use of an instructional action at least once in

response .to a given cue category is charted in Tabie4; As shoWn in the

,table, .for example, Experienced Teacher A implemented'the Gives Feedback

action in response to the cues DefiGient Responses, Initiations, and

:ti.rtors at different 00ints during the videotaped segments. ThIS

response 1.41:4 never made to the Attention cue,. howaver.. In .all,

Experienced Teacher A utilized 17 of the 28 possible cue - action pairs at

some time during the videotaped instructional segments.



Table 4

Categories of Experienced and Novice Teach Os' Imtructional Actions Utilized at Least Ono

in Response to Specific Categories of Student Performance Cues

I

1111111MIMMINI.M
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To inqestig:ite thq extent to wnich there may exist patterns of

t..,azhi.ng strategies commonly used by all teachec., the summary data

across all teachers were examined. As shown in Table 4, seven of the

eilnt teachers responded at least once to the Deficient Respai.ses cue by

checking students' knowledge. In regard to the .same student performance

cue, all eight teachers responded at Least once by focussing attention

or effort. Nearly all the teachers responded to the Initiations cue by

giving feedba-cit and /or ma.:nging. Similarly, nearly all the teachers

responded to the Errors cue by giving feedbadk and checking knowledge.

FinalLy, seven of the eight teacher responded at least once to the

Attention cue.wich a Management action.' Two cueaction pairs were

utilized by all three experienced teachers but none of the'novices.

Used in response to the Deficient Responses cue, these instructional

action categories were Applies; Extends, or Plans and EIt'dizs and

Incorporates input.

The data alSO were anaiyzed to 'ecamine the extent to Whiah novice
. "

and experienced teachers, differed -in their utilization of the full

variety of instructional action categories. the results reported in

Table '4 show that,. while each experienced teicher utilized the full

repertoire of instructional action categories at different points in Lae

videotaped segments, each of the novices utilized Lanly five or six of

the seven possible categories. For example:, NoviOe Teacher A did not

utilize the category Applies; Extendsi'or Plans, and Novice Teacher E

.utilized neither the Applies, Extends, or Mos category nor the

Elicits/IncorporateS Input category. These results suggest It Cfie
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(

novice; in the study failed to -utilize as varied a repertoire of

instructional actions as did the.experienced teachers.

a_
To further investigate the eatUrL of the differences between

experienced I.Arid novice teacheril, the relationship between categories of _
-; -

student performance cues and the associated instructional actions made

in response to thoae cues by %Fathers in each group were examined. For

illustration purposes; Figure 1 provides_a graphit representation Of the

data for- Experienced Teacher A and Novice Teacher E. As shoWnin'Figure

1, the rer2vses of Experienced Teacher A flota a more COVIplex, connected

repiesentr.tide than thoie of Novice Teacher E. Fot,-Experienced Teacher

A,.all cue categories are connected to instructional actions; Often with

connections Ed several kihds of actions at different points in the

lesson. By contrast, the represenOetion ,;for Novice Teacher E shows

fewer connections, with two Categories of instructional actions'

(Elieits/LnCorporaces input and Applies., Extends; or Plans) unconnected

to ahy cue category;

Q
COalkand prior knowledge. Information oft--the instructional goals

teachers pursued and the prior knowledge they utilized during the
4

instructional process was obtained from stimulated recall interviews

candated for one of the videotaped segments.' The instructional goals

reported by the experienced and novice teachers are summarized and

compared in Tabie 5. Included in the table is an inditatiOn of the

variety of categories utilized by supjects at least once in their

decision processes; as well as the percentages of the total number Of

goals reported by teachers in each of the categories..
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Experienced Teacher A
Cue: Initiations

Action:
Gives Feedback

Action: Explains
Concept/Piocedure

Action: Elicits and
Incorporates Input Action:

Cue: Deficient Responses

Manages

Action: Fopusses
Attention /Effort

Cue: Errors"

Action: Apctlies.
.ExtendS, or Plans

Action: Checks
knowledge.

f__Ctte:Anttiatl rtYld

,._w" . 7
/

Action: Elicits and.

`Novice Teacher E

Action: Gives
Feedback

Action:-Explains
Contept/PrOcedure

Incorporates Input - Action:
Manages

.

Cue: Deficient Responses

Action: Focusses
Attention/Effort

ActiOn: AoplieS,
Extends, or Plans

Action: Checks
Knowledge

Cue:-Errors

Figure 1. Relationship bitween categories of instructional action responses and categories
of student performance 'cues for Experienced Teacher A and Novice Teacher E.
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Table 5_

Categories and Percentage Frequencies of Instructional Goals Reported by

Experienced and Novice Teachers

-Experienced Teachers Novice Teachers 0.=;
I %DI Tatal ' 16t1 Total

Categories 01 NO_ blNO01

Instructional Goals A B . C RGepomrits A B C D
E RGepooarlts

Studer, Motivation X 28 X X X X 26

and Involvement

Grodp Management X X X 10 X X K 14

Curriculum Integration X X 9 X 3
Pr)

Social Development X X X X 3

Subject Matter Content X X 6 X X X X 20

Student Understanding X X X 38 X X X X 34

% of Total No. of

"Categories Reported

by E,ach Subject

100 67 83

Average % of Categories

Reported tly Each Group .

33 50 83 50 83

83 60

1111wwmwIPII.111.11.....,141=1. eNNO../=,MPB/s/M

Note. Xindicates that the subject reported a particular goal category at least once.



-Wear the bottom of the table, the row labelled "Z of Total No. of

Categories Reported by Each Subject" indicates the number of goal

categories reported by each subject at least once divided by the total

possible goal categories. For example, Experienced Teacher A reported

attending td six different goal categorits, or 100Z of the total

possible categories; at least once during her report protocol. The last

row Of the table indicates the average number of goal categories

reported divided by the total possible categories for experienced

teachers as a group and for novice teachers as a group. As shown in the

table, experienced teachers reported 83Z of the total possible goal

categories; while novice teachers reported only 60Z of the categories.

The categories of Instructional goals considered most consistently

and most .frelOntLy were Student Understanding and Sipdent Motivation.

and involvement. A high percentage of teachers reported tht Group

Management goal at least once; although the relative frequency of

reporting this goal was iow. Thus, it appears that; while teachers

considered a variety of instructional goals during a lesson In response

to classrdom events, and while they addressed different specific goalsi

at different times; they focussed most often on facilitating student

understanding and motivation. ExPerienced teachers reported a somewhat

greater variety of goals in the process of making classroom decisiona

than did novice 'teachers. For example, only one novice reported

considering !Ale Social Development goal as a basis for cIassrood

detiSiont, while an of the experienced teachers reported this goal.
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The data on teachers' reports of the kinds of prior :,knowledge

recalled during the process of instruction are summarized in Table 6.

Lt is in this area that -the greatest differences were found between

experienced and novice teacners, : Experienced teachers appeared to

utilize prior knowledge during instruction much more frequently than did

S
the novices; Each of the three experienced teachers recailed drawing

'upon prior knowledge in at least five of the six possible categories;

while four of the five novices reported only two categories of prior

knowledge about student's, subject matter; or pedagogical principles;

Novice Teacher E was the exception, with a report of four.categories of

prior knowledge. Most of the reports of prior knowledge by the novices

were in the category Student History/Social BehaViOr; While eXpetieneed

teachers didn't concentrate reports in any stogie category. Tnese

results suggest that the use of, prior knowledge during instruction is an

important aspect of experienced teacring that is not as well developed

in novice practitioners.

Swmnary and Discussion-

This study suggests differential patterns in the perfornilnce and

thinking processes of experienced and novice teachers during classroom

instruction. ,Differences betwevn the two groups, of teachers centered

primarily on the failure of novices r.o implement as large a. variety of

instructional actions En r46ponse to student performance cues, and in

the lesser tendency-of novices to consider Trior knowledge about subject

matter content: student hiStOry, and pedagOgiddi prinelple6 during

ongoing instruction. In addition, the data suggest that experienced



:Table 6

Categories and Percentage FrequenCies of Prior Knowledge

Rorted by Experienced and Novice Teacheri

Categories of

Prior Knowledge

_% of Tail

No; of Mei

C

Knowledie

° Reports

Novice reacheri

tl

'X) of Tali

No, of Nor

Knowled

Re po

Important ontent

Pedagogical rinciples

Student History

Social Behavior.

Academic Skills .

dnd Abilities

Knowledge

Preferences

14

21

X 14

18

X X 12

;X X 21

'MY mml.1

11

51

11

16

..M.M.E.P...ftiaml1

% of Total No, of

Categories Reported 83 83 83 33 33 33 33 67

by Each Subject

Average % of

Categories RepOrted by 83
400

Each Group

Note, X indicates that the itibjettreported the prior knowledge category at least once.



Leachers considered a greater variety of instructional goals in making

classroom decisions. Furthermore, links between specific categories of

instructional actions and categories of student performance cues werc

found to be more complex for experienced teadherd than for novice
o

tea-theta; Tne study supports earlier research :findings on

characteristics of teachers' classroom dedidiOn processes, inciddihg (a)

Che ability of teacners to flexibly attend to a ..number of kinds of

classroom cues; (b) the ability of teachers .to attend to multiple

instructional goals, and (c) the dominance of the consideration of goals

related to student understanding and motivation.

The findings, nowever, must be interpreted in light of several

limitations uf the study design; These iiMitatiOna :.dClude the small

nUMber of subjects and limited amount of tething time sampled; as welt

as the problems associated with use of the atiMulated recall technique.

AS discussed earlier, this technique is designed to measure teachers'

recall of their thought processes at the time oP teachin4 but may also

inctLie thoughts that occur after the fact.

Nevertheier the results of the study do suggest SthIe major

(differences between experienced ,and novice teachers' interactive

thoughts and actions that bear further inveseigacihh; RepIidAtiod

studieS with a larger sample of teachers in a variety of classroom

settings may prove fruitful for specifying areas in WhiCh to fOdet

reacher training efforts. biased on the results of this study, one area

for further study might well be the ways in which the prior knowledge

that teachers apply during ongoing instruction affects the nature and

quality of their instruction. Important prior knowledge may include
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knowledge of students' learning history based on previous experience

with individual students and written records, as well as knowledge of"

the coMMon errors students make, areas of subject matter to be stressed,

and theories of instruction that might best be utilized to assist

learning progress. Little research has been done to elucidate whether ..-.

and how teachers use their knowledge during ongoing instruction and how

the nature o0 teachers' knowledge affects their instructional decisions._
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Appendix A

A Classification Scheme for
Dimensions;of Interactive Instruction

The following classificatsion scheme i% composed of categories

dtv=1,1ped to describe student performance cues and tea.thers.
.

instructional actions and cognition during interactive instruction. /he

following are the four dimensions of. the scheme.

1) Student performance cues. Student behavior; that lead teachers. to

implement an instructional action. .

2) Instructiona l actions. The actual instructional behaviors teachers

implement as a result of attendance to student performance.cues.

3) Instructional goais. The goals or instructional aina teachers report._

(s

pursuing during their classroom decision processes.

4) Prior knbwiedge. ' The knowledge about students, _instructional

o content, and pedagogy that teachers report considering during

interactive instruction.
r

aG
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In the following sections, categotlek,.definitions of categories,

and examples from videotaped le.".son segments and teacher report

erotocols are presented for the four dimenzdons of this scheme.
.

710111 I. Student Performance Cues

A. Deficient.Responses

Definition:

A behavior or response is not 'made by the student or stu-lents;

after beingencItedhy the teacher..
Example:

.

VD.

When a teacher asked students to read sentences aloud"

unison, students'did not tespond.

406

B. Initiations

Definition:

St-sdents init;Ate spontaneous behaviors or responses.

Example:

A student spontaneously praised another student's response.

C. Errors..

Definition:

Students make a relonse tha E is

unnecessary;

lexamp-1

14/len kiven

mOplaced a symbol On the map key.

Incorrect, insufficient; 'or

a task involving the use of map symbols, a student

A-2
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U. Attention

o'

The level of student Attention or interest is either above or

below appropriaie levels.

Exampte-:
iP

Students manifested a high level of enthusiasm for composing

the endingsentence of a- story.

II. instractional Actions

A. Gives Feedback

The teacher provides the student with information regarding the

. nature of the Student's performance. This may include

providing information 'on correctness/ providing correct

ansJers, comparing incorrect responses with correct responses;

explaining responses, and ;providing cluei a hints for

incomplete responses;

Example:

After, a teacher noticedthat student was unable to place the

. prOper symbol on a map' key, the teacher provided the student

with the correct answer and compared 61e correct response with

thestudent's response.

A-3
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S. Explains Cencept/Procedure

DefInittoa:

The teacher provides or elicits an explanation'of a concept or

a procedUre for completing a task without referende to a

particular student response.

ExaMple:

A teacher explained the procedure for playing a language game'

after students were unable to respond to initial questions

about game rules.

C. Checks Knowledge

Definition:

The teacher queries a student or students about student

knowledge of a concept, topic, or procedure.

Example:

After a student gave as incomplete answer to a question on math

procedures, a teacher asked the student co provide a More

complete answer;

D. Focusses AttentiOn/Effort

Defintion:

The teacher directs student attention to a concept or lesson

topic, or encourages a student to persist with a task;

Example:

A teacher placed a work card directly in front of a.student and

A-4
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asked him a question after noticing that the student'S

attention was wandering.

E. Applies, Extends, or Plans

Definition:

The teacher applies conceptS to new examples, eatends

instruction to new concepts, or plans- future instruction with

students.

Examples:

a. A teacher spontaneously illustrated the location of the

Great Barrier Reef on a map in the room following student

confusion during a discussion of the term "reef:"

b. After stating that she noticed; during reading lesson,

that students didn't understand the directions North, South;

East, and West, a teacher made plans with students to conduct a

future lesson on that topic.

'I% Elicits and Incorporates Input

Definition:

The teacher elicits c encourages student initiations and LISPS

them in the lesson.

Example:

As students were enthusiastically composing tne ending sentence

of a story, a teadher spontaneously asked for each student's

ending; and wrote them on tne board.

A-5
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Ili. Instructional dons

A. Student Motivation and Involvement

Definition:

The teacher makes a decision with consideration for increasing

or maintaining students' motivation or involvement dith the

lesson.

E4ample:

+4.

A -teacher made a decision to allow a student to Work

independently on his own suggested activity, giving the

following reason: HI sort of wanted to allow T. to do what he

wanted to because he's a very creative Child when it comes to

drawink and illustrating...I need enough activities for T.

Like that to hold the rest of his interest because he knows he

has difficulty reading and he's not reading at the level he

shoUld be."

B. Group Management

Definition:

The teacher makes a decision with consideration for the effect

of overall group process and/or structure on. the lesson.

aap-11:

A teacher made a decision co answer a student's question, even

though It was irrelevant to the lesson, giving the following

reason: "Ali it takes is for me to answer a question, even if

it doesn't really have to do exactly with what we're concerned,

with right then, at least it will bring him back on task and he

woa.t. disrupt the other chixdreh;"

A-6
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_ C. Curriculum integration

The teacher makes a decision with consideration for the

sequence of IesSOn content and/or its integration with Later

activities.
t

Example:

A teacher made a decision to con'Anue an activity even though

it wasn't working out well, giving the following reason: "(I

decided LO) just finish it up...because our next activity was

going to be writing it. If L stopped, I think I would have

lost him."

D. Social Development

Dfinition:

The teacher makis a deci.iion with consideration for students'

SCIethl learning and/or developmental needs.

Example:

A teacher made a decision to aiiow a partiddIar student to

contribi_e when she raised her hand; even though other students

raised their hands first, giving this reasvn: "I'di finally

getting her out of her shell."

A 7



' 'E. Subject Matter Content

Definition:

The teacher makes a decision with consideration for the nature

of the lesson content;

Example:

A teacher made a decision cc probe fur more specific responses

In a sentence composition lessdni giving the following reason:

"I was trying to do thiS in terms of words that might be more

descriptive of what it was going to be tised-for...just to 81113W

we dont want to start every sentence f..ith the same word."

F. Student Understanding

. Defioition:

The teacher makes a:dectaion with primary consideration for

increasing students' ability to understand the lesson content.

Example:

A teacher made tpe,decision to add an unplanned instructional

example, giving the following reason: "Thar came-into my head

to use that example...I think It helps thet to nopefuily relate

- to a delta (the term being taught)."
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IV Pr.f.n. Knowledge

A; Important Content

The teacher recalls considering knowledae related to the

emphasis of particular concepts or subject matter content of

the lesson.

Exempla:

During a reading lesson, a teacher red-ailed: "I_ remembered

that I had brought some yarn 'in the day before for theM to make

puppets and I thoUght- tgat that was a good idea to show a

4

maybe to tear apart."

B. redegOgiCAI Principles

Definition:

The teacher recalls considering knowledge 'related to

instructional principles.

-Exempla: 41

During a math lesson, a teacher recalled: "1 try to vary who I

AM( to answer a question with a weighteX emphasis eh those who

I think are having problems to just make sure whether or not

they're involved and so on."

Student History

1. Social Behavior

Definition:

The teacher recalls considering knowledge related to

---
characteristics of students' Social behavior or attention span.

4_0
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Example:

A teacher recalled the followinginfOrdAtion about: a student

during a reading lesson: "Molly (is)4real shy about blending

out Iond. She can do it silently; but Wheil you ask her to

it out loud. she sort Of CIAMA up and forgets about wnat she's

doing."

2. Academid Skills and Abilities

-Definition:

The teacher recalls considering knowledge related to influences

on the level of students' AdaddMiC skills and/or ability.

Example:

During a creative . writing lesson, a teacher recalled the

following: "I need enough activities for J. like; that. to hold'

the rest of his interest because...he's not reading at ,the

level . where he should be reading and hopefully will get him up

there."

3. Knowledge

Definition:

The teacher recalls consideration of knowledge related to

students' probable knowledge Of content or concepts.

Sxample:

During a social studies lesson; a teacher recalled: "as "in

a sorority that had all deltas.in the name; so I Was very aware

of what delta meant...and I'm tore a i\ of them live around

A-10
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ca-Mpii;Th0 mt ht have gc.!en thp delta in a sororI'Ty, and as

it turned out, ,the had."

4. .Preferences

Definition:

The teacher receiis consideration of knowledge related to

judgments of students' pr,lerred activities and methods.

.:Example -:

During a language arils lesson in which the teacher asked

students to find a state on the map, she recalled: "They like

- to do that; they like to find things on the map."

A U


